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Reflecting on experience from LD4HE

• LD4HE (Linked Data for the Historic Environment) investigated the methods and rationale for generating 
linked data from the new OASIS system. 

• Research conducted by the Hypermedia Research Group at the University of South Wales in collaboration 
with the OASIS team at the Archaeology Data Service

• Built on previous AHRC funded work by the Hypermedia Research Group on 
the STELLAR and SENESCHAL projects 

• Presentation draws on a recent paper in Internet Archaeology giving an overview of LD4HE results and 
reflecting on LOD issues.

https://oasis.ac.uk/
https://hypermedia.research.southwales.ac.uk/kos/
https://archaeologydataservice.ac.uk/
https://hypermedia.research.southwales.ac.uk/kos/stellar/
https://hypermedia.research.southwales.ac.uk/kos/seneschal/
https://intarch.ac.uk/journal/issue59/7/index.html


See also SEADDA WG4 Virtual Exploratory Workshop

• Partly builds on presentation  “Some metadata challenges for reuse” 
for 
• SEADDA WG4 Virtual Exploratory Workshop: Use and Re-Use of Archaeological Data, 2020

https://www.seadda.eu/?p=1434

https://www.seadda.eu/?p=1434


See also ARIADNEplus

See LP8 Activity #5: ARIADNE hackathon Wed am (and Tues pm)

Including exploration potential of GraphDB triple store and SPARQL

• ARIADNEPlus semantic framework based on CIDOC CRM (with extensions) plus Getty AAT and PeriodO

• Data mappings conducted with 3M mapping tool developed at FORTH.

• See ARIADNEPlus deliverables (in progress) for more info

https://ariadne-infrastructure.eu/
https://ariadne-infrastructure.eu/resources/ariadneplus-deliverables/


LD4HE (IE Paper)

• New version OASIS (V)

- online system for reporting archaeological investigations and linking research outputs and archives

• LD4HE explores one avenue of enhancing the potential re-use of information recorded by OASIS and making 
connections with other online data collections. LD4HE enables the creation and export of RDF from the new 
OASIS V system, a major step towards the production of Linked Data. 

• Main outcomes: conceptual mapping between mandatory OASIS fields and the CIDOC-CRM ontology, 
together with template-based tool (STELETO) to convert records exported from OASIS to a corresponding 
RDF representation. 

• The LD4HE data model based on a subset of CIDOC Conceptual Reference Model (CRM) complemented by 
use of national archaeological vocabularies published as LOD. LD4HE GitHub Repository created to post the 
outputs of the data mapping exercise with hyperlinks allowing exploration between entities. 

• A set of SPARQL queries and visualisations demonstrate outcomes of the data conversion. 

• Reflections on the case study and cost/benefit considerations for Linked Data conversion discussed, together 
with possible strategies for reducing the costs of producing Linked Data.

https://github.com/cbinding/STELETO
http://www.cidoc-crm.org/
https://www.heritagedata.org/blog/
https://cbinding.github.io/LD4HE/


Reflecting on LD4HE (IE Paper)

Various cost/benefit issues with linked data
• May be useful to distinguish different routes / issues, including:
• mechanism for making the data available
• extent or selection of the data to be converted
• the output data model 
• anticipated use cases for the new expression of the data.

Low hanging fruit?
• Reflecting on experience with Open Context, Kansa (2014) makes the case for vocabulary alignment as cost-

effective, low-hanging fruit in Linked Data. Binding and Tudhope (2016) review work in this area and discuss 
the use of the Getty AAT Linked Data as a vocabulary mapping hub in ARIADNE.

• Convert local datasets to an intermediate data model before apply a standard mapping pattern to a more 
complex ontology (or multiple ontologies)?

https://opencontext.org/
https://intarch.ac.uk/journal/issue59/7/index.html
https://intarch.ac.uk/journal/issue59/7/index.html
http://www.getty.edu/research/tools/vocabularies/lod/
https://ariadne-infrastructure.eu/


What Strategy for Linked Data?

• Seems clear as regards use of a semantic framework with common ontologies 
and vocabularies and URIs

• Plus wider availability of practical guidelines, tools and exemplars 
– see eg the LOUD (Linked Open Usable Data) principles

But less clear as regards the data itself
• What granularity of data should be accessible via dereferenceable URIs?
• Fine grained data granularity?
• Metadata plus important individual data elements?
• Only metadata?

• Important to consider the anticipated use cases for the new Linked Data:
mainly discovery of datasets for download and subsequent local processing, or 
fairly high-level research questions, or investigation of detailed research 
questions via the integrated Linked Data platform?

• Consider following example of fine grained LOD

https://linked.art/loud/


ADS Linked Open Data (STELLAR) example 

http://data.archaeologydataservice.ac.uk/page/10.5284/1000389


ADS LOD
Examples: Excavation Cuts and one particular Cut

http://data.archaeologydataservice.ac.uk/page/10.5284/1000389


Data cleaning – types of intervention?

• Various cases (in both controlled and free text fields)
• obvious spelling errors, reordering of words
• Additional prefixes or suffixes (e.g. “red hill (possible)”, “trackway (cobbled)”, “croft?”, “portal dolmen 

(re-erected)”)
• attempts at providing additional structure within a single field (e.g. “pottery;ceramic tile;iron

objects;glass”)
• very specific compound phrases (e.g. “side wall of pot with lug”)
• how to represent ‘non-information’ values?

• unstated NULL values or empty strings 
• uncertainty



Need for Contextual Metadata for new LOD datasets?

• How should data cleaning, mapping and semantic enrichment operations in LOD creation  be reflected 
in contextual metadata for the resulting LOD?

• In addition to paradata or contextual metadata for source datasets, 
a need for specific metadata for resulting LOD describing the semantic enrichment workflow?

• Semantic integration may have involved choices and judgments
• Selection of a subset of source data for integration purposes
• Particular judgments made for cleaning, mappings to ontology and controlled vocabulary 

that might be otherwise

• Need for guidelines on contextual metadata?
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